GDNF-inducible zinc finger protein 1 is a sequence-specific transcriptional repressor that binds to the HOXA10 gene regulatory region
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ABSTRACT

The RET tyrosine kinase receptor and its ligand, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) are critical regulators of renal and neural development. It has been demonstrated that RET activates a variety of downstream signaling cascades, including the RAS/mitogen-activated protein kinase and phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3-K)/AKT pathways. However, nuclear targets specific to RET-triggered signaling still remain elusive. We have previously identified a novel zinc finger protein, GZF1, whose expression is induced during GDNF/RET signaling and may play a role in renal branching morphogenesis. Here, we report the DNA binding property of GZF1 and its potential target gene. Using the cyclic amplification and selection of targets technique, the consensus DNA sequence to which GZF1 binds was determined. This sequence was found in the 5′ regulatory region of the HOXA10 gene. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay revealed that GZF1 specifically binds to the determined consensus sequence and suppresses transcription of the luciferase gene from the HOXA10 regulatory element. These findings thus suggest that GZF1 may regulate the spatial and temporal expression of the HOXA10 gene which plays a role in morphogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) was originally identified as a survival factor for midbrain dopaminergic neurons (1). Subsequently, it was shown that GDNF promotes the survival and/or differentiation of various central and peripheral neurons, such as spinal motoneurons and sympathetic, parasympathetic, sensory and enteric neurons (2). GDNF also plays an important role outside the nervous system. Based on studies of GDNF-transgenic mice, GDNF was shown to function as a morphogen in kidney development and to regulate spermatogonial differentiation (3–6). We and other investigators demonstrated that GDNF signals through a unique multicomponent receptor complex consisting of glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored co-receptor as a ligand binding component and RET receptor tyrosine kinase as a signaling component (7,8).

Since GDNF was discovered as a RET ligand, the signaling pathways activated by GDNF have become well understood. Following GDNF stimulation, RET can activate a variety of intracellular signaling pathways, including the RAS/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K)/AKT, p38 mitogen activated protein kinase (p38MAPK) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK).
pathways (9,10). However, nuclear targets specific to RET-triggered signaling still remain elusive. By differential display analysis, we have recently identified a novel GDNF-inducible gene named GZF1 (GDNF-inducible zinc finger protein 1) (11). GZF1 encodes a protein with a BTB/POZ (Broad complex, Tramtrack, Bric a brac/Poxviruses and Zinc finger) domain at the N-terminus and 10 tandemly repeated C2H2 zinc finger motifs. The fact that antisense phosphorothioated oligodeoxynucleotides of the GZF1 gene markedly impair the ureteric bud branching in the metanephric organ culture suggests that GZF1 expression mediated by GDNF may play a role in renal branching morphogenesis (11).

The C2H2 zinc finger motif was initially found to be present in transcription factors. A number of transcription factors are known to utilize their C2H2 zinc fingers as DNA binding domains (12,13). The BTB/POZ domain is also a conserved structural motif found mainly in transcription factors and actin-binding proteins, and transcription factors with the BTB/POZ domain function as transcriptional repressors, activators or both (14,15). We reported that GZF1 has transcriptional repressive activity using the luciferase reporter gene assay (11), although no bona fide target genes for GZF1 have been elucidated.

In the present study, we determined a DNA binding sequence specific for GZF1, using the cyclic amplification and selection of targets (CASTing) technique (16,17). The C2H2 zinc fingers of GZF1 specifically recognized a 12 bp consensus sequence which was found in the regulatory regions of human and mouse HOXA10 genes. In addition, GZF1 was shown to function as a sequence-specific transcriptional repressor through its DNA binding activity.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plasmids**

Full-length GZF1 and ΔBTB-GZF1 cDNAs were amplified by PCR and inserted into the pGEX5X-2 expression plasmid (Amersham Pharmacia) to produce glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins. For the expression of GFP-tagged protein, the ΔBTB-GZF1 cDNA was subcloned into the pEGFP-C3 vector (Clontech) to obtain pEGFP-ΔBTB-GZF1. The constructs pSRα-GZF1, pSRα-GAL4DBD-GZF1 and pSRα-GFP-GZF1 have been described previously (11).

**CASTing**

CASTing was performed as described previously (18). Oligonucleotides carrying defined ends and a 26 nt region of degeneracy [R76, 5′-CAGGTCATGTTGATCGGATCTGTCG-(N)23-5′; GGGCAGAATTGCAACTGACGACGCTC-3′; reverse (R) primer, 5′-GCTGACAGTGGCAGGCTTTCACGCGCCTC-3′] and PCR primers (forward (F) primer, 5′-GCTGACAGTGGCAGGCTTTCACGCGCCTC-3′; reverse (R) primer, 5′-CAGGTCATGTTGATCGGATCTGTCG-3′) were synthesized and used for the CASTing experiments. 32P-labeled double-stranded degenerate oligonucleotides were prepared by incubating 100 µM each of F and R76 oligonucleotides in 50 µl of reaction mixture containing 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 9.0), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 1% Triton X-100, 50 µM of each dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, 20 µM (α-32P)dCTP (740 kBq) and 2 U of the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I at 37°C for 1 h. Binding reactions were performed by adding GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 (0.4 µg) to Buffer D [20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 120 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 1% NP-40 and 12% glycerol] containing 400 ng of poly(dI-dC), 400 ng of sonicated salmon sperm DNA, 50 µg of BSA and 32P-labeled double-stranded degenerate oligonucleotide (1.8 ng), and incubating the mixture at 4°C for 30 min. Then, glutathione-Sepharose beads (20 µl) were added and incubation was continued at 4°C for an additional 1 h. The DNA–protein complexes were pulled down by centrifugation, and pellets were washed six times with Buffer D. After elution with 100 µl of Buffer D containing 5 mM reduced glutathione, the oligonucleotides were recovered by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation, and amplified by PCR in 20 µl of a mixture containing 300 ng of primers F and R, 20 µM (α-32P)dCTP (740 kBq), 50 µM each of dATP, dGTP and dTTP, 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.1% Triton X-100 and 0.5 U of Ex Taq polymerase (Takara). DNAs were amplified for 20 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 30 s at 60°C and 1 min at 72°C, purified by passage through a Sephacryl-200 spin column, precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in 50 µl of a buffer containing 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA. The amount of amplified oligonucleotides was quantified, and 2 ng was used in subsequent CASTing cycles. After four cycles of CASTing, the radiolabeled oligonucleotides (1.5 × 10⁵ c.p.m.) were used as probes in an electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). Oligonucleotides bound to GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 were excised from gels, eluted overnight in 0.2 ml of a solution containing 0.2 M NaCl, 20 mM EDTA and 0.1% SDS at 37°C; extracted once with phenol and precipitated with ethanol. DNAs were amplified by PCR as described above, and then subcloned into the pGEM-Teasy vector.

**Electrophoretic mobility shift assay**

Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T cell extracts or purified GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 were suspended in a reaction mixture containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 150 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 10% glycerol and 1 µg of salmon sperm DNA. 32P-labeled probes (10 000 c.p.m.) were incubated in 15 µl of reaction mixture. When necessary, unlabeled DNA fragments were added as competitors at this step. Then, GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 fusion proteins (0.3 µg) or aliquots of the HEK293T cell extract (5 µg protein) were added, and the reaction mixture was incubated for 15 min on ice. In experiments with antibodies, the GST-fusion proteins were preincubated with the antibody for 1 h on ice. DNA–protein complexes were electrophoretically resolved on 4% polyacrylamide gels in 100 mM Tris–borate (pH 8.3) containing 2 mM EDTA and 2.5% glycerol at 25°C. The gels were dried and then autoradiographed.

**Site-directed mutagenesis**

Mutagenesis reactions were carried out on the GZF1 zinc finger domain subcloned into the pSRα or pGEX5X-2 (Amersham Pharmacia) vectors using the QuickChange™ Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). The reactions were set up essentially as recommended by the manufacturer. The mutations, as well as the fidelity of the rest of the DNA, were confirmed by sequencing.
Transfection and luciferase assay

HEK293T cells were grown at 60% confluency in 10 cm plates and transfected with the luciferase gene constructs using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Cells were harvested 48 h after transfection, and extracts were prepared using standard techniques. The transfection efficiency was normalized by cotransfection of the Renilla luciferase expression vector pRL-TK (Promega), and relative luciferase activity was determined as recommended by the manufacturer.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays

Cells (5 \times 10^5) expressing GZF1 and GFP-GZF1 were fixed with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min. Crude cell lysates were sonicated to generate 200–1000 bp DNA fragments. After centrifugation, the supernatants were diluted 10-fold with dilution buffer (0.01% SDS, 1.1% Triton-X-100, 1.2 mM EDTA, 16.7 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.1) and 167 mM NaCl) and incubated with anti-GZF1 or anti-GFP antibody at 4°C overnight.

Immunocomplexes were collected with protein A agarose beads and eluted by adding 200 μl of 1% SDS in 0.1 M NaHCO₃. Cross-links were reversed by heating at 65°C. Following protease K digestion, phenol–chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation, the samples were subjected to 40 cycles of PCR amplification using HOXA10 promoter-specific primers 5'-AGAGTCCTAGCCAGGAGGACTGCTCAGTCGAGGCG-3' and 5'-TGCGCCGAGTCCAGGCCACCGAGC-3'.

RESULTS

Identification of a consensus GZF1 binding sequence

To investigate whether GZF1 binds to a specific regulatory sequence, we performed the CASTing technique using an unbiased set of degenerate oligonucleotides (16,17). We synthesized 76 bp oligonucleotides containing a random set of 26 bp flanked by PCR priming sequences. The products were expected to comprise a 426-fold degenerate oligonucleotide pool. After synthesis of the complementary strand by priming DNA synthesis with a 5' PCR primer, the double-stranded oligomer was mixed with bacterially expressed GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 (amino acids 250–711 of GZF1) fusion protein (Figure 1A and B) to permit the formation of DNA–protein complexes. Expression of the GST-BTB-GZF protein was confirmed by western blotting with anti-GZF1 antibody raised against the C-terminal amino acids of GZF1 (11) (right panel). The GST-BTB-GZF1 proteins expressed in bacteria were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue. An arrow and an arrowhead indicate GST and GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 proteins, respectively (left panel). The GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 fusion proteins were detected by western blotting with anti-GZF1 antibody raised against the 19 C-terminal amino acids of GZF1 (11) (right panel). (C) Progressive enrichment of oligonucleotide–GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 complex by the CASTing method. An arrow indicates an oligonucleotide–protein complex and an arrowhead indicates free probe.

(Figure 2A). Using these oligonucleotides, we performed EMSA to investigate their affinities for the GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 fusion protein. All 32P-labeled oligonucleotides except clones 6, 8 and 13 formed apparent DNA–protein complexes with identical mobility (Figure 2B). The oligonucleotide probes derived from clones 6, 8 and 13 showed very faint or no signal in repeated experiments (Figure 2B). As a result of these experiments, the consensus sequence TGCGCN\((-)TATA\) for DNA binding was obtained from the sequence alignment of 14 individual clones (the sequences from clones 6, 8 and 13 were excluded) (Figure 2A and C).

To confirm the binding specificity of GZF1 for this consensus sequence, we performed EMSA analysis using an oligonucleotide that represented the most frequently occurring sequence TGCGCGTCTATA (wild-type probe, wt), corresponding to clones 2, 4 and 15. This sequence was named the GZF1 responsive element (GRE). As shown in Figure 3A, the addition of anti-GST antibody supershifted the DNA–protein complex band, confirming the presence of the GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 protein in the retarded band (Figure 3A, lane 3). However, consistent with the finding that no specific DNA–protein complex was detected by CASTing using the GST-full-length GZF1 fusion protein, formation of the complex containing
GST-full-length GZF1 and GRE was not induced (data not shown). To confirm our results, we transfected expression vectors carrying GFP-full-length GZF1 or GFP-ΔBTB-GZF1 into HEK293T cells. Whereas the DNA–protein complex was observed using extracts from cells transfected with GFP-ΔBTB-GZF1 (Figure 3B, lane 3), the use of the GFP-full-length GZF1 did not induce a specific complex (Figure 3B, lane 2). These results support the view that the BTB/POZ domain of GZF1 interferes with the DNA binding property of GZF1 in EMSA. A faint band detected in the GST and GFP
GZF1 (lane 3) plasmid were analyzed for binding with 32P-labeled GRE. An arrow indicates the DNA-GFP-BTB-GZF1 complex and the arrowhead indicates the supershifted complex in the presence of anti-GST antibody. (Figure 3A) 32P-labeled GRE was incubated with GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 in the absence or presence of anti-GST antibody or normal mouse IgG. The arrow indicates the GRE-GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 complex and the arrowhead indicates the supershifted complex in the presence of anti-GST antibody. (B) EMSA using GFP-full-length GZF1 or GFP-ΔBTB-GZF1 fusion proteins. Extracts from HEK293T cells transfected with empty pEGFP (lane 1), GFP-full-length GZF1 (lane 2) or GFP-ΔBTB-GZF1 (lane 3) plasmid were analyzed for binding with 32P-labeled GRE. An arrowhead indicates the DNA-GFP-ΔBTB-GZF1 complex (lane 3).

lanes may represent a non-specific band or a band caused by endogenous GZF1.

**Mutation analysis of the GRE consensus sequence**

To investigate the specificity of the GRE consensus sequence for GZF1 binding, a series of oligonucleotides with two or three base substitutions inside the GRE (m1–m10) and an oligonucleotide mutated just outside of the GRE (m11) were synthesized and used for EMSA as cold competitors (Figure 4A). As expected, the shifted band was markedly diminished by adding a 100-fold excess of wild-type unlabeled oligonucleotide (Figure 4B, lane 3). In contrast, oligonucleotides m1–m10 did not compete for binding at all (Figure 4B, lanes 4–13). The m11 oligonucleotide inhibited the binding of the GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 protein to labeled GRE probe as efficiently as the wild-type cold competitor (Figure 4B, lane 14).

Because the sixth position of the defined consensus sequence was not specific (Figure 2C), oligonucleotides with a series of single base substitutions at the sixth position of the GRE (m12–m14) were synthesized as cold competitors (Figure 4A). All of these mutants competed efficiently for binding of GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 to the labeled GRE probe (Figure 4C).

**Analysis of the zinc finger motifs in GZF1 required for DNA binding**

We next investigated which zinc fingers in GZF1 are involved in the interaction with DNA. Two mutants of GZF1, in which zinc finger motifs were deleted, were generated and subjected to EMSA using 32P-labeled GRE (Figure 5A). The GST-fusion protein with only the first three zinc fingers (zinc fingers 1–3) did not induce a DNA–protein complex (Figure 5B, lane 2). In contrast, the mutant consisting of zinc fingers 1–6 provided a specific complex band (Figure 5B, lane 3), suggesting that one or more of these zinc finger motifs are necessary for sequence-specific DNA binding.

To further define which fingers in GZF are required for DNA binding, two cysteine residues in the C2H2 motif of each finger were replaced with arginines (Figure 5A). As shown in Figure 5C, mutation of any one of zinc finger motifs 2–5 completely abolished the binding to the wild-type probe (lanes 3–6). In addition, mutation of zinc finger 1 or 6 markedly reduced binding (lanes 2 and 7) whereas mutation of zinc fingers 7–10 had no effect (lanes 8–11). These results demonstrate that zinc fingers 1–6 are necessary for full DNA binding ability of GZF1.

**Transcriptional repression by GZF1**

To address the question of whether GZF1 can regulate the expression of a reporter gene containing the GRE, five tandem repeats of GRE were cloned upstream of the luciferase gene in a pGL3-basic reporter vector (pGL3-5×GRE) (Figure 6A). When pGL3-5×GRE and an expression plasmid carrying full-length GZF1 (pSRα-GZF1) were transfected into HEK293T cells, expression of the luciferase gene decreased by 50–60% compared to co-transfection with pGL3 and pSRα-GZF1 (Figure 6B).

Because it has been established that transcription factors regulate the expression of target genes regardless of the orientation of their binding sequences, a reporter gene containing GRE in the antisense direction was constructed to examine the effect of GRE orientation on transcription (Figure 6A). As in the case of the reporter construct containing GRE in the sense direction, GZF1 efficiently repressed the expression of this antisense reporter gene (Figure 6B).

**HOXA10 as a potential target gene for GZF1**

We searched a database of transcriptional start sites for potential target genes that may be regulated by GZF1, and found that several genes, including HOXA10, have the GZF1 binding sequence in their 5′-upstream regulatory regions (24). We focused on the HOXA10 gene because both human and mouse HOXA10 genes contain the GZF1 binding site within their regulatory regions. In several other genes, the GZF1 binding sequences were detected in either human or mouse genes but not in both. The GZF1 recognition sequence 5′-TGCCGGCTATA-3′ observed in the regulatory region of HOXA10 was named GRE(HOXA10).

To investigate whether GZF1 is targeted to GRE(HOXA10) in vivo, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation. Cross-linked chromatin fragments from HEK293T cells expressing GZF1 or GFP-GZF1 were immunoprecipitated with anti-GZF1 or anti-GFP antibody. DNA from the resulting immunoprecipitates was subjected to PCR in order to amplify a target sequence of 300 bp corresponding to the human HOXA10 regulatory region (Figure 7A). Chromatin fragments containing this region were specifically precipitated with anti-GZF1 antibody or anti-GFP antibody but not with normal IgG (Figure 7B). These results reveal that GZF1 binds to
the recognition sequence in the HOXA10 regulatory region in vivo.

To confirm that GZF1 binds to GRE(HOXA10), we performed EMSA with a probe containing the GRE(HOXA10) sequence (Figure 7A). Incubation of the 32P-labeled GRE probe with the GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 protein resulted in a single complex band, which was identical to the band shifted with the GRE probe (Figure 7C). The shifted band was marked by adding a 100-fold excess amount of unlabeled oligonucleotides of GRE(HOXA10) wild-type (h-wt) or a mutant (hm11) (Figure 8A and B) in which 4 nt just outside of GRE(HOXA10) were substituted. In contrast, none of the mutants with two or three base substitutions inside the GRE (hm1–hm10) competed with the labeled GRE(HOXA10) probe for binding to GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 (Figure 8A and B).

Using the zinc finger mutants of GST-ΔBTB-GZF1 shown in Figure 5A, we performed EMSA to examine whether the GRE(HOXA10) probe binds specific zinc finger motifs of GZF1. As observed for the GRE probe (Figure 5C), zinc finger motifs 2–5 are essential for binding of GZF1 to GRE(HOXA10) and zinc fingers 1 and 6 are also required for the full-binding activity of GZF1 (Figure 8C).

Transcriptional repression by GZF1 via GRE(HOXA10)

We synthesized an oligonucleotide containing six copies of GRE(HOXA10) closely packed in both orientations and inserted the oligonucleotide upstream of the luciferase gene by utilizing a pGL3-basic reporter vector (Figure 9A). We also synthesized 6·GRE(HOXA10-mut), in which the conserved TGCGC (sense orientation) or GCGCA (antisense orientation) motif in 6·GRE(HOXA10) was changed to CATAT or ATATG (Figure 9A). Co-transfection of pSRα-GZF1 with the 6·GRE(HOXA10) vector decreased the expression of the luciferase gene in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 9C). Transfection of the 6·GRE(HOXA10) vector markedly impaired the repressive activity of GZF1 (Figure 9C).

We next used GZF1 mutants (Zn4m, Zn6m and Zn10m) in which two cysteines in zinc finger motif 4, 6 or 10 were replaced with arginines (Figure 9B). Consistent with the results of EMSA (Figure 8C), transcriptional repression activity of GZF1 was strongly reduced by the mutation of zinc finger 4. The mutation of zinc finger 6 moderately reduced GZF1 repressive activity but mutation of zinc finger 10 had no effect. These results suggest that GZF1 regulates HOXA10 expression through binding to GRE(HOXA10).
DISCUSSION

GZF1 is a sequence-specific transcriptional repressor

GZF1 is a C2H2 zinc finger protein that possesses a BTB/POZ domain, which is generally known to bind DNA directly and regulate the expression of target genes. C2H2 zinc finger proteins comprise the largest family of transcription factors in eukaryotes, and play important roles in multiple cellular processes, including development, cell growth and differentiation (15). Structurally, the C2H2 zinc finger motif is composed of a beta-hairpin followed by an alpha-helix that folds around a single zinc ion (13). Sequence-specific recognition of DNA is mediated primarily by interactions between the variable amino acids within and around the alpha-helix and nucleotides within the major groove of DNA. The present study provides direct evidence that GZF1 is a sequence-specific DNA binding protein, and represses transcription of a reporter gene in a manner that depends on the presence of the GZF1 responsive element (GRE). We determined that the GRE consists of a 12 bp consensus sequence, TGCGCN(T/G)(C/A)TATA.

The BTB/POZ domain is an evolutionarily conserved protein–protein interaction motif found in many transcription factors. It is estimated that the BTB/POZ domain is found in 0.6 and 0.8% of total genes in the human and mouse genomes, respectively (25). Previously, it was shown that the BTB/POZ domains of ZID, ZF5, GAGA, KAISO and HIC1 act to inhibit the interaction of the proteins’ zinc finger regions with DNA by direct interaction with the zinc finger motifs (19–23). Deletion of their BTB/POZ domains resulted in strong binding to target DNA sequences. These results reveal...
that the BTB/POZ domain negatively regulates DNA binding of full-length zinc finger proteins. Consistent with these reports, the BTB/POZ domain of GZF1 interfered with the sequence-specific DNA binding of the zinc finger domains of GZF1, as observed by EMSA, although the BTB/POZ domain

Figure 7. (A) Genomic sequence of the human HOXA10 regulatory region. The GRE(HOXA10) sequence used for EMSA is indicated by a double underline. The primer sets used for the ChIP assays are also shown. (B) Binding of GZF1 to the HOXA10 regulatory region as assessed by ChIP. Crosslinked chromatin fragments from HEK293T cells expressing GZF1 or GFP-GZF1 were immunoprecipitated with anti-GZF1 antibody or anti-GFP antibody. DNA from the resulting immunoprecipitates was subjected to PCR amplification using the primers shown in (A). As a positive control (input), 10 ng of genomic DNA was amplified in parallel. (C) Binding of GZF1 to GRE(HOXA10) as assessed by EMSA. EMSA was performed using a 32P-labeled GRE(HOXA10) probe and GST-DBTB-GZF1 protein (0.1 and 0.3 μg). The GRE(HOXA10) probe and GST-DBTB-GZF1 protein showed a single complex band, which was identical to that shifted with the GRE probe.

Figure 8. Mutation analysis of the GRE(HOXA10) sequence and zinc finger motifs in GZF1 required for DNA–protein complex formation. (A) Oligonucleotide sequences used for the competitive EMSAs. Hm1–hm4 contain triple base substitutions in the wild-type (h-wt) GRE(HOXA10) sequence, and hm5–hm10 contain double base substitutions. Hm11 mutated outside of GRE(HOXA10) is also used in this assay. (B) 100-fold molar excess of unlabeled probes was added to the binding reaction as cold competitors. The wild-type and hm11 oligonucleotides efficiently competed for GST-DBTB-GZF1 binding to 32P-labeled GRE(HOXA10), whereas hm1–hm10 cold competitors did not compete at all. An arrow indicates the DNA–protein complex. (C) EMSA using 32P-labeled GRE(HOXA10) and GST-DBTB-GZF1 mutated in the individual zinc finger motifs. The arrow indicates the DNA–protein complex.
itself appears to play a role in the transcriptional repressive activity of GZF1 (11). As has been observed in other BTB/POZ domain-containing proteins such as PLZF and BCL6, the BTB/POZ domain in GZF1 may have the ability to interact with other key regulatory proteins, including co-repressors, CtBP and histone deacetylases (26). The CtBP family has been reported to mediate the repressor function of several transcription factors by binding to the consensus sites, PXDSLXK (27). However, because GZF1 lacks this CtBP binding motif, CtBP does not appear to mediate the repressor function of GZF1. In addition, GZF1-mediated transcriptional repression was not inhibited by trichostatin A (TSA) (data not shown), suggesting that transcriptional repression mediated by GZF1 through the GRE does not involve the recruitment of TSA-sensitive class I and II histone deacetylases as observed for HIC1 (28). Alternative mechanisms that include the recruitment of members of the TSA-insensitive histone deacetylases may underlie GZF1-mediated transcriptional repression in mammalian cells. Identification of the proteins associated with GZF1 will be necessary to elucidate the precise mechanisms of transcriptional repression by GZF1.

GZF1 represses transcription via a binding sequence found in the HOXA10 regulatory region

The optimal GZF1 binding sequence was found in the human and murine HOXA10 gene regulatory region. We demonstrated that GZF1 binds specifically to the identified sequence and represses the expression of the reporter gene linked to this sequence. In addition, ChIP assay revealed that GZF1 interacts with the genomic fragment containing GRE(HOXA10), suggesting that HOXA10 is a physiological target gene of GZF1. HOX proteins regulate the morphogenesis of specific organs indirectly by activating networks of transcription factors and signaling molecules; they also influence cell behavior, thereby affecting tissue and organ shape (29). It is well-known that some mouse Hox genes are involved in renal development (30,31). Mutant mice homozygous for either Hoxa11 or Hoxd11 have normal kidneys; however, the kidneys of double homozygous mutants of these genes are absent or rudimentary (32). In the triple mutant of the Hox11 paralogous group (Hoxa11, Hoxc11 and Hoxd11), no GDNF expression can be detected, and there is complete failure of ureteric bud formation (33). These findings suggest that functional
redundancy occurs between paralogous HOX11 genes in kidney development.

Functional redundancy has also been found between non-paralogous Hox genes as has been described in the limbs in the case of Hoxa10 and Hoxd11, as well as in the case of the contiguous genes Hoxa10 and Hoxa11 (34, 35). In this regard, it is interesting to note that paralogous genes of Hox10 and Hox11 are expressed predominantly within the metanephric mesenchyme in the developing kidney (36). Hoxa10-deficient mice are sexually sterile but have normal kidneys (37). Interestingly, mice doubly mutant for Hoxa10 and Hoxd10 show altered kidney placement and size (38). These findings suggest that the Hox10 paralogous group may have a role in branching morphogenesis of the ureteric bud in the developing kidney; the same can be said of the Hox11 group. The results of gene targeting of the entire Hox10 paralogous group are anxiously awaited.

Emx2 is a homeobox gene located outside the Hox cluster. It has also been shown that Emx2 is essential for urogenital development. In Emx2 mutant mice, Ret expression in the ureteric bud and Gdnf expression in the mesenchyme are greatly reduced, resulting in ureteric bud branching failure (39). Troy et al. (40) recently reported that constitutive expression of Hoxa10 diminished Emx2 mRNA, and Hoxa10 bound to the Emx2 5′ regulatory region. Because GZF1 is expressed in the branching ureteric bud, it is interesting to speculate that GZF1 suppresses Hoxa10 expression, thereby maintaining Emx2 and Ret expression in the ureteric buds for normal kidney development. We are currently generating conditional knockout mice in order to elucidate the in vivo role of GZF1 in morphogenesis.
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